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Introduction

How does one impact or influence decisions, 

garner support, and effect institutional or 

national policies?

What motivates others to give attention to and 

support certain issues, causes, or 

organizations? 



Introduction

 Story of Whips walking in Washington, 

D.C. and discussion of Literature and 

Environment

 Share a short story with your neighbor -

think of an organization you give to, and 

share why it is you support it



Overview of this Session

 Explore theories from psychology, and 

decision research that help us understand 

the role of affect on decision making

 Share examples from political science on 

the power of stories in problem 

identification and public policy making

 Explore applications and share stories that 

relate to the field of international education

 Offer suggestions on advocating efforts



Psychology and Decision 

Research

“There is a growing respect for the wisdom of 
emotion and intuition that has emerged 
from recent research in cognitive 
psychology and neuroscience. It has been 
found that “affect” influences all decision 
making”

Paul Slovic, 2007, President, Decision 
Research, Eugene, Oregon



Implications and Suggestions

 Given the importance of affect, couple 
numerical data with emotional definers 
and/or stories

 Due to negative dominance theory, one 
must act pro-actively to counter balance a 
negative situation with a large number of 
positive solution-oriented messages

 Stories that illicit emotion and are 
remembered more than data; seek and share 
interesting stories that support your message



Suggestions

 Large numbers of “experts” (that’s you!) 

who coordinate activities, educate, and 

advocate can counter balance a negative 

situation; join the NAFSA “ACT” team 

online to ensure that the positive messages 

about international education are strong and 

are heard
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The Power of Stories and 

Narrative in the Policy Process



Elements of the policy process

 Policy actors

 Problem definition

 Levels of agenda

 Issues and issue expansion

 Policy options

 Solutions

 Implementation



Perspectives on the policy 

process
 Empirical approaches

• “Rationality project”

• Analytic

• Managerially sophisticated

 Social constructionist approaches
• Mediated by ideas

• Information is interpretive, incomplete, strategic

• Events not merely objective, obvious

• Shaped by narrative discourse and analysis



Stories influence the policy 

process

 Define or focus the policy problem

 Set or move the agenda

 Establish the “facts”

 Establish the source of “authority” 

 Infer the correct solution

 Reinforce identification and affiliation



Causal stories

 Difficulties transformed into problems

 Unguided vs. purposeful actions

 Intended vs. unintended consequences

 Deliberate image-making

 Deliberate use of symbols

 Effective storytelling
See Stone, 1989.



Focusing events

 Large scope

 Visible, tangible harm

 Rare or novel event - event itself is a symbol

 Extensive news coverage: immediate reaction and story 
development

 Expands an issue

 Moves an issue up in agenda status

 Mobilizes the policy community

 Creates competition to interpret the event
See Birkland, 1997



Effective stories use powerful 

narrative devices

 Human exemplars

 Important metaphors

 Synecdoche

 Descriptive language

 Principles of affect

 Narrative arc

 Numbers



Numbers in a Policy Story

 Premier language for stories of decline

 Numbers are used to authenticate a story: “The 
numbers show that my story is true.”

 Control of numbers is the mark of authority

 Counting supports causal arguments

 Counting creates groups

 Something measured is more noticed

 Recordkeeping brings out cases

 Numbers don’t speak for themselves
Adapted from Stone (1997)



Examples from international 

education



Concept to practice:  Using 

stories to influence policy
 Be aware of the power of stories, narrative, affect

 Select and develop stories in advance

 Know the issue goal of the story

 Know the policy process purpose of the story

 Use symbols, metaphors, synecdoche with 
intention

 Use numbers strategically in the narrative

 Establish a compelling narrative arc
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